AR Forms and Their Uses

- **Customer Service Form Student (TSICSRV):** Inquiry only form to look up Student Account Information. Provides a concise view of accounts receivable transactions.

- **Account Detail Review Form (TSAAREV):** Data entry and inquiry form for student account charges. Similar to the TSICSRV form, but more detail.

- **Student Account Detail Form (TSADETL):** Used to review detailed account information including deposits and memos.

- **Account Review Form (TSAACCT):** Used for viewing student account aging information and setting billing and delinquency codes.

- **Billing Mass Data Entry Form (TSAMASS):** Mass data entry student form used to assess like charges (term specific) to multiple accounts.

- **Comment Central Form (TGACOMC):** Enter and view comments on accounts.

- **Cashier Session Review Form (TGACREV):** Used to review data entry transactions entered in Banner AR. Also used to close cashier session when data entry is complete.

- **Contract/Exemption History Form (TSIAUTH):** Used to review sponsored billing contract authorizations and exemptions (aka waivers).